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Let us not start at the beginning, nor even at the archive.
-Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression

Top: Untitled (SHSU Trap). 2008. Sink Trap. 12 x 6 x 16 in.
Above: Untitled (SHSU Trap) [Detail].

Fever: A Freudian Impression. The root word, arkheion1,
Greek for archive, literally translates to domicile – an
address of a superior magistrate who keeps or files
the commandments and laws. There are two general
understandings of the word archive. An ontological archive refers to the historical or physical sense
(in Benfer’s instance metaphysically) and the latter
refers to commandments or laws (a nomological
sense). Benfer, as the creator and nomologist, entertains these notions based on the concept of his works,
referring to the truth of memory and time.
Coincidentally, there is a defined conceptual connection between the root word arkheion and Benfer’s
work titled, Untitled (Domiciles). For this piece,
Benfer made a list of each place at which he lived to

T

he significance of the archive has always been a

fascinating feature of the art world. Residue, like
an archive, is the reminder, remainder, index and
memory to which the residue is a reference. Many artists from Marcel Duchamp to Thomas Demand and
Allora and Calzadilla to Regina Silveira, have used variations of indexical mark making (or the lack thereof)
to reference, comment and/or reject the idea of the
institutional and bureaucratic archive. Along with the
visualisation of archive via art, conditions of such have
been and are currently being discussed in contemporary discourse. Brian Benfer expands this notion of the
archive and the index by using various methods and
media to present his concept of residual time.
To better understand the connection Benfer’s
works have to an archive, one must understand the
foundation of ‘archive’ and what it means to art.
Through artistic discourse, the word ‘archive’ as well
as its conceptual significations are studied. Derrida
explains notions of an archive theory in Archive

the point of his life when he produced the work. Not
remembering exact addresses, some were simply
represented by random accounts of descriptive space
(for example “the brick house”). To recreate physical representation, he excavated, archeologically,
mud dauber nests as a reference to each living space
(abode). He found the mud dauber nests to be especially appropriate due to the bugs’ material – clay/
mud and their construction techniques – similar to
the way a potter creates handbuilt pots (vessels) with
the exception of using their mouths. The collected
nests were then fired through an array of environmental ceramics processes, representing again the
various climates and regions in which the locations
are represented. Although the piece is exhibited in
the present, it is time-specific, playing off the nomological and ontological notion of the word ‘archive’.
Rosalind Krauss elaborated in her text, Notes
on the Index: Seventies Art in America, that indexes
are “marks or traces of a particular cause and that
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cause is the thing to which they refer, the object
they signify”.2 In Benfer’s work, the residue is the
index, while space, time and memory are referents.
Benfer’s works are intriguing due to the various formats in which he perceives and describes these referents: residue, time and memory in its purist truest
state. Like the archive, the ‘indexical mark’ is proof
of something else’s existence. Similar to a shadow,
footprint or fossil, the residue of time is the indexical
mark while stating that time existed in and of itself,
leaving no gap in the truth.
Irrespective of the artist’s concept and, while formally analysing Benfer’s work, many visually descriptive elements allude to Benfer’s notion of the archive.
First is his Untitled titles of the artworks and his tendency to create every piece corresponding to a particular series: The Industrial Series; The Chalkboard Series
and so forth. Second is that in a number of works,
lists are presented with the final piece. Each student’s
name on the list for Untitled (444) and each house
description of living areas for Untitled (Domiciles) correspond to a particular object and the memories and
information linked to the object, similar to an index.
Third, the ways in which some of Benfer’s works are
displayed in an organised manner as if being systematically filed. All these formal elements support the
artist’s archival and residual concept.

Benfer tends to comment on academia and his
role as a professor in many of his works. The artist’s initial entry into documenting time via his students’ unacknowledged participation was Untitled
(SHSU pre-benfer). For the artwork, Benfer dismantled all the preexisting shelves used by the students
for storing clay materials and other art objects, in
order to build canvas stretchers. He then removed
and stretched the canvas from the studio’s worktables
over the stretchers made from the old studio shelves.
The second work, which subjectively refers to the artist
and his time teaching, is Untitled (SHSU-Trap). Benfer
refers to this piece as the epitome of a “residual object”
and signifying “the ultimate collection place for the
studio’s physical history”.3 For this piece, the trap was
removed from the sink in the studio at Sam Houston
State University, where Benfer taught as an Assistant
Professor of Art. The sink trap and the contained
debris (clay, raw materials, skin, hair and so forth),
is the residue or proof of everyone who previously
worked in the studio.
Although it may seem Untitled (Domiciles) and
Untitled (444) do not initially support his concept of
residue in comparison to his previous works, such as
Untitled (SHSU Pre-Benfer) and Untitled (SHSU trap),
the concept of residual time is the main concept for
all of Benfer’s works. Untitled (444)4 applies all the
physical characteristics, as well as the conceptual
properties of the archive, in the single work. The title

is a list of numbers and names (for example, index)
of all 444 of Benfer’s students corresponding to an
individual cast of a baby doll head. All were displayed in a grid on the floor of the gallery space.
Untitled (444) exemplifies the idea of an artist
becoming an archivist, as well as the use of the index
to represent not only the existence of an object, but
the existence of time – a metaphysical object. In this
case, time is not told by a beginning or an end, but
rather by the existence between the two. Taking into
consideration that Benfer used a single mould for
the casts of 444 baby doll heads rather than a gang
mould, it was inevitable that, over time, the heads
would begin to muddle due to the degradation of the
mould; leaving behind traces, indexes and marks of
time – residue. When presented together, the baby
doll head casts, as well as the names of the students,
become an archive of the artist’s art making process
as well as a reminder of his teaching history and criticisms of the current state of educational institutions.
Another work that reinforces this theory of archive
is Untitled (Documentation)5 which refers to the latter part of the period when the use of 35mm slides
for artistic notation was the primary form of image
documentation. In order to be up-to-date with the
ever changing formats of documentation devices,
Benfer scanned and organised the slides consisting
of the images he accumulated to convey his works,
students’ works or other general artworks over the
course of 15 years. By grouping together data, in
this case picture slides, Untitled (Documentation) is
organised in a minimalist grid, similar to Untitled
(444). Interestingly, the rows and columns of white
slides allude to spectral gravestones, which references Derrida’s theory of the archive and its relation
to Freud’s death drive.6
Untitled (Ceramic Education), created the same year
as Untitled (Domiciles), are both significant to that
point of the artist’s life. Although the artist intentionally uses Untitled (Ceramic Education) as a chance to
explore one of the most well-known ceramic objects
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produced by beginning ceramics students in academia
– the bookend – the final piece, while still a reference
to time, is more subjective to Benfer than his Industrial
Series. He personalises Untitled (Ceramic Education) by
presenting the 34 (Benfer’s age at time of completion)
most influential texts advising his artistic discoveries.
The objectivity of the bookend as a common rudimentary ceramic object and the subjectivity of Benfer’s
personally chosen books add to this notion of archive
and the definition of arkheion. A conceptual connection
made in this piece, is the fundamental ceramic object
presented with the books, aiding to the artist’s personal
progression in art making. The bookends are tangible
examples of vestigial knowledge.
According to Hal Foster,7 with the most traditional
use of the word, an ‘archive’ is to exist through the
display of lost, displaced, historical and/or past
information, in order for the former information to
be tangible8 and “iterable”, a word used extensively
by Jacques Derrida, in the present. When artists contemporarily and physically present archives, installations and found objects are most common (similar
to Duchamp with whom Benfer coincidentally shares
a birthday) and to whom Benfer pays obvious homage in a number of works, including his Industrial
Series,9 as well as Untitled (Documentation) and Untitled
(SHSU-Trap). Although these pieces as found objects
are visually different, they all refer to subjective time
of the artist as well as objective time of nature. Benfer’s
works display visual examples of collective metaphysical time, space and energy and he is commenting on
the pure residual and reincarnate qualities of such.
Derrida states that everyone craves nostalgia and
the meaning and explanation from where things have
come in relation to Freud’s death drive. Because the
archives contain traces of the past, there is a yearning
for information that is lost or not included in the
archive.10 Due to Derrida’s theory, people can select
their memories even though the true origin of the
present is desirous, because in order for the individual to find the beginning they can simply call upon

the archive. This leaves some contemporaries to
wonder if the archive truly possesses a passageway
to the truth.11 Taking into consideration that Benfer
is calling upon prospective nature to create not only
the index (residue) but the referent or archive (metaphysical space, time and memory) as well, it leaves
the viewer to question how this is not a depiction of
truth via the use of archive.
It is difficult to stray away from Derrida’s concept of archive, as the more traditional idea is that
of which is manufactured. Benfer interestingly comments on this notion by demonstrating archived time
through various non-specific media. The Chalkboard
Series is Benfer’s most evident example of indexical
mark-making showing the presence of natural time.
Holes and dents on the walls of gallery spaces show
artists’ use before Benfer. His depiction of archive
extends away from the historical conditions of what
was archival bureaucracy; files, as well as the cabinet
in which the files are organised, index cards, museum
databases and so forth. Benfer uses this as proof of
the artist’s existence and the actuality of time.
Via his works and particularly his Chalkboard Series,
Benfer analyses and comments on pedagogy and the
roles academia plays in which historical information
is explored, taught, learned and processed. Benfer’s
Chalkboard Series is site-specific whether a gallery,
residence, museum or academic setting. The artist
found that, in those particular settings, there is a
consistent attempt to eliminate the physical presence
of any prior artist. He is primarily interested in the
information that is lost or concealed of the specific
‘place’. Relating to academia, the chalkboard was
historically an essential element of all classrooms by
which information was transferred. The reality that
the chalkboard is now outdated in most educational
institutions only adds to the notion of archive in this
piece. The material used for the series (kaolin, boneash and calcium carbonate) are the main components of porcelaineous mixtures. This is a comment
on the historical consequences within the discourse
of academia, as it is an original ingredient in blackboard chalk. Currently, calcium carbonate (natural
chalk) is no longer the main ingredient in blackboard
chalk, rather calcium sulfate is now created in laboratories as a mass-produced chemical.
Benfer exposes the adherent issues of the bureaucratic archive, which are developed by the unchanging
moulds that are essentially set in academia as a plan
or way of teaching and learning. Intrinsically interested in time’s hereditary residue (archive or organised documentation), he comments on the notion
that manufactured archives, which merely support
desired information, are not true sources. But by
providing that time, acting as a pure and honest referent of residue is the truth of existence. He proved
this truth of time in many ways: the distortion of
the mould with each cast of the baby doll head; the
debris in the sink-trap from years of use; the hash

Facing page: Untitled (Documentation). 2009. 35mm slides. 1 x 62 x 36 in.
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over of previous artist use in academic settings, normally meant to be hidden; and the reuse of found
objects. Brian Benfer proves the existence of time,
while never referencing a beginning or an end.
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